Tumor acidity-activatable manganese phosphate nanoplatform for amplification of photodynamic cancer therapy and magnetic resonance imaging.
Amorphous biodegradable metal phosphate nanomaterials are considered to possess great potential in cancer theranostic application due to their promise in providing ultra-sensitive pH-responsive therapeutic benefits and diagnostic functions simultaneously. Here we report the synthesis of photosensitising and acriflavine-carrying amorphous porous manganese phosphate (PMP) nanoparticles with ultra-sensitive pH-responsive degradability and their application for a photoactivable synergistic nanosystem that imparts reactive oxygen species (ROS) induced cytotoxicity in synchrony with hypoxia-inducible factor 1α/vascular endothelial growth factor (HIF1α/VEGF) inhibitor that suppresses tumor growth and treatment escape signalling pathway. Carboxymethyl dextran (CMD) is chemically anchored on the surface of porous manganese phosphate theranostic system through the pH-responsive boronate esters. Upon the stimulus of the tumor acid microenvironment, manganese phosphate disintegrates and releases Mn2+ ions rapidly, which are responsible for the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) effect. Meanwhile, the released photosensitizer chlorin e6 (Ce6) produces ROS under irradiation while acriflavine (ACF) inhibits the HIF-1α/VEGF pathway during the burst release of VEGF in tumour induced by photodynamic therapy (PDT), resulting in increased therapeutic efficacy. Considering the strong pH responsivity, MRI signal amplification and drug release profile, the PMP nanoparticles offer new prospects for tumor acidity-activatable theranostic application by amplifying the PDT through inhibiting the HIF-1α /VEGF pathway timely while enhancing the MRI effect. In this study, we report the synthesis of the tumor acidity-activatable amorphous porous manganese phosphate nanoparticles and their application for a photoactivable synergistic nanosystem that imparts reactive oxygen species (ROS) induced cytotoxicity in synchrony with hypoxia-inducible factor 1α/vascular endothelial growth factor (HIF-1α/VEGF) inhibitor that suppresses tumor growth and treatment escape signalling pathway. Besides, upon the stimulus of the tumor acid microenvironment, the manganese phosphate nanoparticles finally disintegrate and release Mn2+ ions rapidly, which are responsible for the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) effect. This nanoplatform is featured with distinctive advantages such as ultra pH-responsive drug release, MRI function and rational drug combination exploiting the blockage of the treatment escape signalling pathway.